
Used Case : MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES

Application 

Manufacturing industry is one of the oldest and most important industry for revenue generation for the nation.

With globalization becoming a norm these days, the manufacturing industry is undergoing massive

transformation triggering a whole new set of HR challenges to tackle. Our manufacturing HR & payroll solution is

tailored to address all the HRMS challenges that you face as a manufacturing business house. Our solution for

helps manufacturing companies streamline their productivity by optimizing and automating critical HR and

payroll functions. See how we can help make all that busywork simple and streamlined.

�Cognitive Work Load And Scheduling with 

continued shifts and overtime

�Access Control System with vaccine 

certification check

�Machine access through facial Recognition 

�Reverse Face scan for Emergency Support 

or Profile Search

�Cloud based Time and Attendance with 

face id’s

�Seamless employee Payroll and Benefits

�Temperature and Mask detection for staff

�Real-time tracking of Goods Transportation

�Customized reports.

�Complete HR management

Focus on making quality products and leave rest to us

�Complete HR management

�Handles employee benefits, taxes and 

insurance.

�Smart IIOT Devices for Industrial Use

�Asset Tracking

�Ticket Management

Here is how we will change the industries to smart Industries

Time Attendance System with Face Id’s 

AHALTS Multi Device, Multi mode, Multi location , Geo fenced global time and attendance feature allows the 

Manufacturing teams to mark their time and attendance from the multiple access control devices or on their 

mobile app . The time sheets pass through a real time audit and flow to the payroll and activity services .

Cognitive Work Load And Scheduling with  continued shifts  and overtime 

The industrial Sector has a very dynamic work load changing every moment. The current legacy systems cannot 

handle these scenarios and hence the HR teams are always struggling to manage these workloads and these are 

so complex that its practically becomes impossible to get a optimal scheduling and rostering.

HRSERP breaks the work into activities and cognitively gives a tuning index for the HR Team to tune the 

workforce with a work load You can grasp the work information of each worker, understanding the operation of the 

human resources of the organization, prepare and introduce the work of the staff in advance, and improve the 

work efficiency.
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Real-time tracking Transportation and Goods Vehicles Monitoring

AHALTS provides a seamless Transportation and Goods Vehicles Monitoring tracking system and is real 

time 

Ticket Management

Ticket Management to handle your complaints logged in the system After a Complaint ticket enters your 

company's system, it passes through multiple points before reaching its resolution. This bring more efficiency 

in the entire system.

Seamless employee Payroll and Benefits

Set-up or upgrade your business with modern payroll, benefits, compliances , Loans and HR. Our solution  

gives you end to end solution for Cognitive Time Sheet Audit Check . One click Loans,  Compensation, 

benefits & Taxation, Performance Linked Increment Tool, Compliances, instant insurance and Data analytics

Complete HR Management

HRSERP is our global enterprise application   delivered in the cloud that unifies strategies,  human resources, 

benefits, talent management and most important Workload Balancer. 
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Touchless Covid Compliant Access Control System

A whole set of access control system includes front access control, card reader, electronic control lock, door 

switch, door button and emergency break glass button.

It is mainly installed at the entrances to prevent unrelated person from entering through set different parameters 

and permissions to improve the security.

IIOT devices for energy saving and industrial use 

Complete IOT platform that controls the devices in the factory and can be used for many industrial purposes

to save time and increase productivity in the unit

Machine access through facial Recognition 

Sometimes a wrong person can spoil the whole show we can install the facial recognition devices with the 

machine so this cannot be accessed by a non authorized personnel.


